2007 – Records All Round
______________________________________________________________________________________
Right up until mid-January this year we were cursing the summer-that-wasn't. Continued rain right
through Christmas and New Year brought back memories of 2004 when unseasonable storms washed
away large parts of the course and left the rest of it bogged up and covered in fallen trees. We
weren't keen for a repeat. In 2004 we’d worked for several weeks, continually shifting wind falls,
clearing slips and maintaining tracks right up until race day and we just didn’t want to go there
again. Luckily, we didn't have to, because summer eventually arrived and brought with it the best
weather and driest course that Karapoti has ever seen.
______________________________________________________________________________________
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This year was also one of our best organisationally.
In an event the scale of Karapoti there is always
something that goes awry. This year a few database
issues had us up until 4:00am on the Thursday. But
when race day rolled around everything went supersmoothly. Simon Kennett said it might have been
the best-organised Karapoti ever. Certainly it was
the best in our recent memory.
A lot of this comes back to the people involved.
Scott Bicycles were an invaluable help on race
weekend and Upper Hutt City Council and Greater
Wellington Regional Council were their typically
brilliant selves. If that sounds like butt-kissing, well
so be it because without their resource and support
this race just wouldn't be what it is.
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Two of 2007’s awesome crew

